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(54) Title: METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR USING A MOBILE PHONE IN A WIRELESS OFFICE NETWORK

(57) Abstract

The present invention relates to a method and an 
apparatus for using a mobile phone in a Wireless Office 
Network. The apparatus includes a Service Engine (40) 
connected between an MSC (30) and a PBX (50). The Service 
Engine (40) includes a Subscriber Data Base (43) in which 
mobile telephone extensions and corresponding Wireless 
Office System extension number (WOSno) are registered. 
When the service engine receives a call to a WOS user the 
service engine converts the WOS number to the corresponding 
mobile subscriber number. The WOS number of a calling part 
is being presented on the terminal of the called part.
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METHOD AND ARRANGMENT FOR USING A MOBILE RHONE IN A

WIRELESS OFFICE NETWORK 

Technical Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus in a 

5 telecommunication system. More specifically the invention relates to an 

arrangement and a method for using a mobile phone in a Wireless Office

Network.

Description of Related Art

There is a related system described in the US patent number 5,956,652 

10 and with the title “Cellular phone access to PBX”. In the mentioned application is 

described a system for providing a mobile cellular phone with access to a Private

Branch Exchange and particularly to the services provided by the exchange.

An object of the present invention is to address or alleviate problems 

associated with the prior art.

15 Summary of the invention

The present invention provides a different way of solving the problem of 

making it possible to use a mobile phone within a Private Network.

A first aspect of the present invention is to allow subscribers to use their 

standard mobile phones within the coverage area of a Wireless Office Network.

20 A second aspect of the present invention is to obtain a Wireless Office

Network in which no changes need to be done in the mobile telephone, in the 

Mobile Switching Centre or in the PBX.

A third aspect of the present invention is to make concurrent ringing of the 

subscriber’s desk phone and the mobile phone to avoid long ring delays for

25 callers.

A fourth aspect of the present invention is to present a calling Wireless 

Office System extension number on the called terminal.

The present invention is related to a service engine implemented in a 

Wireless Office Network including a base station, a Mobile Switching Centre, said 

30 Service Engine and a Private Branch Exchange. The Mobile Switching Centre
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Private Telephone Network (PTN). Wireless Office System (WOS) users have 

their Mobile Telephones registered in the Service Engine (SE).

The present invention also provides a method for making a call from a 

registered mobile telephone within the coverage area of the WOS network and a 

5 method for receiving an incoming call in a first Mobile Telephone which is

registered in the Service Engine as a Wireless Office user.

One advantage of the present invention is that a mobile phone can be 

used within an office building. Mobile telephone origination’s from within the 

WOS network coverage area is being routed via the normal land-line telephone 

10 facilities of the premises systems (PBX), such as exploiting bulk pricing and least 

cost routing. Thus, costs of using the mobile phone are reduced by use of the

present invention.

Another advantage is that calls to a mobile phone of wireless office user 

can be received also outside the coverage area of the Wireless Office Network.

15 A further advantage is that in the system according to the present invention

there are no extra requirements on the mobile telephone, the mobile network or 

the PBX.

A further advantage is that guests in the Wireless Office Network can use 

their Mobile Phones without being registered in the system.

20 Brief Description of the Drawings

A more complete understanding of the method and system of the present

invention may be had by reference to the detailed description following 

embodiment, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a Wireless Office System connected to a

25 Cellular Network and a Public Switched Telephone Network and/or Private 

Telecommunication Network.

Figure 2 illustrates a Service Engine according to the invention the Service 

Engine being part of the Wireless Office System.

Figure 3 is a flow chart describing how the Wireless Office System is

30 handling an outgoing call from a Mobile Telephone within the coverage area of
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Figure 4 is a flow chart describing how the Wireless Office System is 

handling an incoming call to a Wireless Office user.

Description of Preferred Embodiment

Figure 1 discloses a Wireless Office Network 10 which includes a Base 

5 Station 20 (BS) with a specific radio coverage area, a Mobile Switching Centre 30

(MSC), a Service Engine 40 (SE) and a Private Branch Exchange 50 (PBX).

• · · ·
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In the example there are two mobile stations MS1 and MS2 in the radio 

coverage area of the base station 20. The Base Station 20 is connected to the 

Mobile Switching Centre 30 (MSC), which is a regular MSC that provides

5 switching functions and cellular mobility management functions such as location 

registration, authentication and hand-over. In this implementation the MSC 

sometimes is denoted OSC Office Switching Centre. The MSC 30 is connected 

to the Service Engine 40 which in turn is connected to the PBX 50. The MSC is

connected to a Cellular Network 70 and the PBX is connected to a Public

10 Switched Telephone Network or a Private Telecommunication Network 

(PSTN/PTN) 60.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed figure of the Service Engine 40 which is 

connected to the MSC by SS7 ISUP (ISDN User Part) trunks and to the PBX by 

ISDN (Integrated Switched Digital Network) trunks. The Service Engine is a

15 gateway between the PBX and the MSC and thus converts ISDN (Integrated 

Switched Digital Network) signalling on the PBX side to SS7 ISUP signalling on 

the MSC side and vice versa. It is thus clear that the Service Engine switches 

calls between the PBX and the MSC. The Service Engine 40 is controlled and 

administered independently of the PBX 50. The introduction of the Service

20 Engine thus eliminates potential translation, control, resource and sizing 

problems of the PBX.

The Service Engine 40 includes software 41 and a processor 42 for controlling 

of the Service Engine 40. The Service Engine also includes a Subscriber Data

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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Base 43 in which all Wireless Office System users are being registered. The 

processor 42 is connected with the Subscriber Data Base 43. The processor 42 

also has access to stored Number Analyse Data 44 which includes information

5 on a first prefix for external calls and a second prefix for PBX calls.

The Subscriber Data Base 43 of the Service Engine 40 keeps track of registered 

mobile subscriber numbers (MSno.) and corresponding Wireless Office System 

extension numbers (WOSno.). Each Mobile phone has a specific Wireless 

Office System extension number (WOSno.). The Subscriber Data Base 43 also

10 includes information on corresponding desk phones connected to the PBX. The 

desk phones have their desk phone numbers (Deskno.) registered in the 

Subscriber Data Base. Thus, the desk phone will have an extension number

different from the WOS extension number. In the Subscriber Data Base 43 there

are also listed alternative extensions (alternative) to which calls are routed when

15 the mobile phone is not accessible. The alternative extension can for instance

be a voice mail number. There is also a Personal Profile stored in the

Subscriber Data Base 43. For instance, the personal profile can be used for 

storing any information on rerouting if no answer from the mobile phone. The 

personal profile can also be programmed to not reroute calls to the mobile

20 phone during specified times.

In the PBX the WOS extension numbers (WOS no.) are a part of the private 

numbering plan 51. Thus, the WOS numbers can be seen as an extension of

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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the PBX. When a call to a WOS extension is received in the PBX, the PBX just 

sends the call to the Service Engine. The mobile phones, however, are not PBX 

phones and the Wireless Office System is not a “classic” wireless system with

5 all the features of such a system. The mobile phones which are registered in the 

Subscriber Data Base 43 does not have access to all the services in the PBX.

Figure 3 is a flow chart illustrating the different method steps that are taken in a 

preferred embodiment of the invention. See also figure 1 and 2 during 

description of the method steps. This description is related to a method for

10 making a call from a first mobile telephone MS1 in the described Wireless Office 

Network 10. The mobile telephone has to be in the coverage area of the base 

station 20. The first mobile telephone has in this example the mobile telephone 

number 030-1234555 and is registered in the Subscriber Data Base with WOS 

number 30036 and desk phone number 20036. Suppose, in this example, that

15 the user of the first mobile telephone wants to make a phone call to a second 

mobile telephone MS2, which also is a registered WOS user with WOS number 

30040 and mobile telephone number 030-1234888. In a first step 100 the 

desired number (desnum = 30040) is dialled from the first mobile telephone 

MS1. In step 102 the base station transmitts information on dialled number

20 (desnum) and mobile telephone number on the dialling part to the MSC 30. The 

MSC sends all information from the connected base station 20 to the Service

Engine 40. In step 104 the processor 42, under control of a the software 41, 

analyses if the dialling mobile phone is a registered WOS user. This is done by

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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comparing the mobile phone number of the dialling mobile phone MS1 with the 

listed mobile phone numbers in the Subscriber Data Base 43.

5 If the calling part is a registered WOS user, then in step 110 it is analysed if the 

dialled number is a WOS number (WOSno.) in the Subscriber Data Base 43. If 

dialled number is a WOS number, as in this example, then in step 111 the 

processor 42 under control of the program 41 converts the WOS number to the 

corresponding mobile telephone number. Then in step 112, a call is set up in a

10 regular way via the MSC to the called mobile phone. In this example the 

conversion is being done from the dialled WOS number 30040 to mobile
'y *

telephone number 030-1234888. The second mobile phone MS2 is in the 

coverage area of the WOS network and the MSC sets up the call to MS2. 

Concurrently in step 114, when the mobile phone is ringing the Service Engine

15 sets up a call to the corresponding desk phone (20040) so that the receiver of

the call can use the desk phone if it is preferred. The set up to the desk phone is 

of course done only if there is a desk phone. When a call is set up, as described 

in step 112, the connection is being managed by the Service Engine 40. In step 

112 and 114, when the number of the calling part is transmitted to the called

20 part, the WOS number is always presented on the called terminal. For the 

purpose of presenting the WOS number the processor in the Service Engine 

(40), under the control of the program, converts the mobile telephone number to 

the WOS number for presentation of the WOS number on the called terminal.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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In step 112 when the call is being set up to the second mobile phone it doesn't 

matter if the dialled mobile phone MS2 is within the coverage area of the

Wireless Office Network or in the Cellular Network. The MSC connects the call

5 to the called mobile phone irrespective of where the phone is.

If the analyse in step 104 gives the result that the calling part is not a registered 

mobile phone there are some other features of the system. The calling part can 

be a guest who wants to use his mobile phone within the Wreless Office 

Network. The guest is not registered in Subscriber Data Base 43. It is, according

10 to the invention, possible for a guest to use the Wireless Office System when 

calling a WOS extension number. This means that the guest dials the same 

number to a WOS user as from outside the Wreless Office Network. In step 

116 an analyse is done to see if the dialled number has a PBX prefix and is a 

WOS number. This is done by a simple analyse, in Number Analyse Data 44, of

15 the first digits of dialled number. If the dialled number has the PBX prefix and is

a WOS number, then the calls are handled by the Service Engine 40 as 

described in step 111, 112 and 114. Otherwise, in step 120, the call is returned 

from the Service Engine 40 to the Cellular Network 70. In the Cellular Network 

the call is being handled in a regular way.

20 If the analyse in step 110 makes clear that the dialled number is not a WOS 

number then, in step 122, the call is transmitted to the PBX 50. The call is then, 

in step 124 handled by the PBX in a regular way.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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There is a further function in the system. The function can be used if it is clear, 

after step 104, that the calling part is a WOS user. If the calling part dials the 

mobile subscriber extension number (MSno.) to a WOS user and an external

5 prefix is used then the call is being sent back to the MSC by the Service Engine. 

The service engine analyses the prefix, which has to be an external prefix, 

which is registered in the Number Analyse Data 44 in the Service engine. The 

Service Engine handles the call as a transit call. This is implemented by the 

processor 42, under control of the software 41. The purpose is to route the call

10 directly to the cellular system instead of routing the call to the cellular system via

the PBX and the Public Network.

The Service Engine also makes it possible to connect a call to the mobile phone 

of a WOS user. In figure 4 is described a method when a WOS user is receiving 

a call, which is coming to the PBX. In step 130 a call is coming into the PBX

15 from the PSTN or from the PTN. The call can also be from an extension in the

PBX as well. The dialled number is the WOS number 30040 to the second

mobile phone MS2. In step 132 the incoming number is analysed and if the 

number is a WOS extension the dialled number is being sent to the Service 

Engine, which is described in step 134. Otherwise the call is connected in the

20 PBX in a regular way, which is described in step 133.

The WOS number sent to the Service Engine is in step 136 converted to the 

corresponding mobile telephone number. In step 138 the converted mobile 

telephone number is being sent to the MSC. In step 140 the MSC is connecting

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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the call to the called mobile telephone. When the called Mobile telephone is 

ringing in step 142, concurrently the corresponding deskphone is connected in 

step 144. In order to obtain concurrent ringing the Service Engine waits until the

5 Mobile Telephone is ringing and when the mobile phone starts to ring the a call 

is also being set up to the corresponding desk phone. Setting up a call to a desk 

phone is often quicker process than setting up a call to a mobile phone. 

Therefore the difference in time between start of ringing signals on the mobile

, .. · phone and on the desk phone is not noticable. What is described in step 136,• ·• ·• · ·
.:.. 10 138, 140, 142 and 144 is done in a way similar to what is described in• · ·• · ·• ·

connection with figure 3.
• · ·

"Comprises/comprising" when used in this specification is taken to
• · · - 

specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components
••j·, but does not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other• ·
*'·· features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

• · • ·

• · « *

• »
• 9
• 99 ·•
• 9 9♦ · ·* · ·
99· 9

9999

9 9 9* · ·····

9
9

9

1. A method of making a call in a Wireless Office Network that includes a 

Mobile Switching Centre (MSC), a Service Engine, and a Private Branch 

Exchange (PBX) connected to one or more wired terminals and one or more 

mobile telephones registered as Wireless Office System (WOS) subscribers 

identified by corresponding WOS numbers, the method including steps of:

receiving a dialed telephone number;

determining at the Service Engine whether the dialed telephone number 

corresponds to a registered WOS number for a called subscriber; and

if the dialed telephone number is a registered WOS number, calling a 

mobile telephone having a corresponding mobile telephone number derived from 

the registered WOS number via the MSC, and

calling a wired terminal assigned to the called subscriber via the PBX 

substantially simultaneous with called the corresponding mobile station.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, further including the step of calling the 

wired terminal assigned to the called subscriber via the PBX, if the dialed 

telephone number is not a registered WOS number.

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, further including the steps of: 

determining whether the dialed telephone number is received from another

mobile telephone having an associated mobile telephone;

if so, determining whether the associated telephone number is registered

WOS number; and

if both the associated telephone number and the dialed number are not 

registered WOS numbers, handling the call by a cellular network via the MSC, 

instead of the WOS.
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4. A method as claimed in claim 1,2 or 3, further including the steps of: 

determining whether the dialed telephone number is received from the PBX;

if so, determining whether the dialed number is a registered WOS number; 

and

handling the all by the PBX, if the dialed number is not registered WOS 

numbers.

5. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4, further including the step 

of converting the registered WOS number to the corresponding mobile telephone 

number before calling the mobile telephone having the corresponding mobile 

telephone number.

6. A Wireless Office Network, including:

means for receiving a dialed telephone number;

a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) connected to one or more wired 

terminals and one or more mobile telephones registered as Wireless Office 

System (WOS) subscribers identified by corresponding WOS numbers;

a Mobile Switching Center (MSC);

a Service Engine that determines whether the dialed telephone number 

corresponds to a registered WOS number for a called subscriber, wherein if the 

dialed telephone number is a registered WOS number, the Service Engine sets 

up a call to a mobile telephone having a corresponding mobile telephone number 

derived from the registered WOS number via the MSC, and

wherein the Service Engine sets up a call to a wired terminal assigned to 

the called subscriber via the PBX substantially simultaneous with calling the 

corresponding mobile station.

7. A Network as claimed in claim 6, wherein calling the wired terminal 

assigned to the called subscriber is established via the PBX, if the dialed 

telephone number is not a registered WOS number.
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8. A Network as claimed in claim 6 or 7, wherein if the dialed telephone 

number is received from another telephone having as associated mobile 

telephone, the service engine determines whether the associated telephone 

number is a registered WOS number; and if both the associated telephone 

number and the dialed number are not registered WOS numbers, the Service 

Engine handles the call by a cellular network via the MSC, instead of the WOS.

9.. A Network as claimed in claim 6, 7 or 8, wherein if the dialed telephone 

number is received from the PBX, the Service Engine determines whether the 

dialed number is a registered WOS number and handles the call by the PBX, if 

the dialed number is not registered WOS number.

10. A Network as claimed in any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein the Service 

Engine converts the registered WOS number to the corresponding mobile 

telephone number before calling the mobile telephone having the corresponding 

mobile telephone number.

11. A method as claimed in claim 1, substantially as herein described with 

reference to the accompanying drawings.

12. A Network as claimed in claim 6, substantially as herein described with 

reference to the accompanying drawings.

DATED this 5th day of December 2000

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON

WATERMARK PATENT AND TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS 
290 BURWOOD ROAD 
HAWTHORN VIC 3122 
AUSTRALIA

RCS/MBL
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